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by Erin Grasty
Editor-in-Chief

On Nov. 2, while a majority 
of the LGHS student body went to 
school, a select group of students 
traveled to Catalina, an island off the 
coast of Los Angeles. While travel-
ers expected a learning 
experience full of color-
ful fish and mountainous 
adventures, the students 
never could have expected the 
wild weekend into which they were 
about to dive.

The most raved about aspect of 
the trip is typically the snorkeling, 
but what many people don’t know 
is the preparation for snorkeling involves a full-on high-intensity 
workout mixed with some martial arts training. Students kicked and 
screamed as they struggled to yank on their slightly damp wetsuits. 
Occasionally, passersby would spot senior Nikhil P. Patel flopping 
on the floor like a fish out of water trying to get his wetsuit pants 
on. Even though getting ready to snorkel was quite the workout, 
people who had to wear the extra-small suit now have a bangin’ bod, 
with some strong guns and an hourglass figure. When it was time 
for the night snorkel, people passed around compliments regarding 

each other’s slim waists and Kardashian-sized booties. 
The camp counselors recommended the wetsuit cap to 
keep students extra warm; however, it just accentuated 
everyone’s oddly shaped noggin and made even the 

most proportional face resemble that of ET.
When students weren’t snorkeling, hiking, 

or doing labs, they had 
free time to walk 

around camp, hang 
out with friends, 
or risk their lives 

playing games like 
Nine Square and Gaga Ball 

with other students. Nine 
Square, a game similar to Four 

Square except with nine boxes 
and in the air, wound up being one 

of the tamer games. There would be moments when taller players, 
such as seniors KC Tsunoda and Quinn Olesek, would team up and 
deliver some gnarly spikes to the shorter players, but otherwise 
Nine Square was all fun and games. However, one step into the 
Gaga Ball ring and all hell broke loose. After the group shouted 
“Ga-Ga Ball!” to start the game, the contenders went into Hunger 
Games mode. Junior Sara Chiala unleashed her dark side, driving 
the ball into other peoples’ faces and taking kids out one by one. 
Once a new round started, players were lucky if they stepped out 

Grasty describes chaos from the Catalina science trip

by Wilma Wei
Culture Editor

Ahh, fall baking! The 
perfect season to cozy 
up by the fireplace 
and the perfect time 
to make some baked 
goods. Little did I know 
that when I finished 
baking, my house itself 
would resemble an ashy 
and burnt fireplace. 

 I take out the Trader 
Joe’s pumpkin bread 
baking mix, pour it into the mixer, and grab the 
eggs. I start out feeling confident with my first 
batch; after all, what can go wrong? As I begin 
mixing, my faithful mixer fails me, malfunction-
ing, shaking and spilling batter everywhere. 
I mop up the batter on the counter and pour 
whatever I have left into my dented baking pan. 
I preheat the oven and set the baking time. I 
let out a sigh of relief; maybe on my first try, 
I’ll be successful! 

But I’m working on homework as I begin to 
smell the faint scent of smoke wafting around 
the house. “Oh no,” I think, “I definitely messed 
up.” I head downstairs and open the oven. Allow 
me to describe the scene: the 
outcome looks like some-
one had taken a blowtorch 
to the poor loaf of bread. 
As I stare at the charred 
remains, all I can think 
is that Guy Fieri would 
definitely be disap-
pointed in me. My 
cheeks burn with 
shame as I toss 
my failure into 
the garbage. 

But no wor-
ries, I have come 
prepared. This is why 
I bought three pack-
ages of pumpkin bread 

by Alis Patterson and Quincy Marks
Media Production Editors

Being a tall person is a task and a half. People 
ask you to grab things off of high shelves and expect 
you to predict the weather. Listen up short people, 
I am not a step stool for your mediocre height to 
exploit! I am 5 feet and eleven inches of self-serving 
manpower. I refuse to be a servant to you and your 
subordinate height. However, being tall is not all it 
is cracked up to be.

I am constantly hitting my head on things 
created by short people. Can’t they think about 
the heights of others? Are short people really that 
inconsiderate? I’m tired 
of getting concussions 
from doorways made for 
the smaller half of the 
population. Also, I am 
not some gladiator for 
the shorties to push into 
sports. I cannot dribble 
a ball for my life – stop 
asking me to play. You 
cannot abuse my height 
just so you can throw 
popcorn at a TV screen 
and pretend to care about 
the Warriors. 

Also, I am tired of 
being in the back of 
photos. My long legs 
should not mean that my 
beautiful face is pushed 
to the back. Maybe I 
want to be in the front 
for a change. In addi-
tion, if another short 
person asks me to bend 
down so she looks taller 
in a photo, I will actu-
ally shot-put her into 
the next dimension. 
Basically, short people 
run the world, and tall 
people get the short end of the stick. 

From the wise words of my doctor, I stand tall 

at a whopping 4’11.5 ft, putting me in the 4th 
percentile for height. That means that 96 percent 
of girls my age are taller than I am, a shocking 
statistic. Yes, I know what you’re thinking, am I a 
midget? The answer is unfortunately no; however, I 
still experience the monstrosity of being oppressed 
by those who aren’t vertically challenged. 

A recent milestone for me was reaching the 
required height to sit in the front seat of the car. 
However, I have broken this law many a times, 
something that weighs on my shoulders every night 
and day, further pushing me closer to the ground. 
This law was obviously created by those of taller 

stature attempting to 
make sure their shorter 
friends are never able 
to sit shotgun. Stop 
oppressing us! I know 
that sometimes you 
can’t see us short 
people from way up 
there, but make sure 
to look down once in a 
while and think about 
how we feel. 

Another problem 
that stood in my way 
for the first twelve years 
of my life was being 
too short to ride roller 
coasters at amusement 
parks. I understand 
that there are safety 
regulations, but 4’10 
and above – really? Just 
reaching above 4’6 was 
an accomplishment in 
itself, must I grow more 
to meet society stan-
dards? As an up and 
coming tween, my only 
hope was to reach the 
coveted height. Once 
again, short people are 

constantly oppressed by their tall superiors in all 
aspects of their lives.

How to survive your siblings coming home for break

Wei’s seasonal baking fail
mix. I follow the same pro-
cedures and throw the pan 

into the oven. Fast forward 
a few hours – I groan with 

frustration as I scramble 
down the stairs again, almost 
slipping on the kitchen tiles. 
The familiar scent of smoke 
is already seeping through 
the oven crack. I don’t need 
to open the oven to know 

that it’s already too late to 
save the loaf of bread. I brace 

myself for the smoke and throw open the oven 
door as I see the little flames covering the bread. Oh 
my God! It’s worse than I thought! The fire alarm 
starts beeping as I blow out the flames. Panicking, 
I grab a stool to pull the fire alarm batteries out; 
this ends with my house smelling like a fall Bath 
and Body Works candle gone wrong. 

“Third time’s the charm,” I whisper to myself 
as I clutch my very last Trader Joe’s pumpkin bread 
mix. I toss the packaging into the trash along with 
the failed remnants of the last batch. I cringe as 
I see the charred bits of pumpkin bread, telling 
myself, “Come on, you can do this.” I channel my 
inner Gordon Ramsay as I effortlessly crack the eggs 
and mix the batter. It’s the grand finale; I slide the 
batter into the ashy oven and cross my fingers. 

The hours pass by without any scent 
of smoke and I nervously 
check the oven. It’s ready! 
I pull the loaf out, slightly 
burning myself, but relish-
ing in the victory. I mean, 
my third try had no smoke 
or fire, so I’d call this a 

success.
 

Short person v. tall person

by Jamie Blough
Center Editor

Whether your older sibling graduated recently or in years past, 
we’ve all had at least two months to adjust to life as an only child. 
Because of this, many of us are having trouble preparing for the 
holiday season, a time in which the extra benefits of only-childism 
will be stripped from us. In order to avoid utter shock and disarray 
following the arrival of your beloved older sibling(s), follow this 
step-by-step preparation and survival guide.

1. Establish ownership rules: Before your sibling returns from 
their semi-pretentious, almost Ivy League, better-than-anything-
you’ll-get-into university, be sure to make it clear to them that 
every clothing item, book, jewelry piece, charger, or car that they 
left behind is now yours to keep. If they protest this one-sided 
transaction, simply play the pity card by stating, “You left me 
behind when you went to college, and now I’m just trying to find 
things to remember you by.” Only you must know the truth: the 
cardboard cut-out of themselves that they sent you for Christmas 
was vastly unnecessary, and you merely have been waiting until 
they left to swipe that shirt they never wear. 

2. Terminate all relationships: Your sibling has been pestering 
you about enlightening them on the ups and downs of your per-
sonal life since they left, but it is really just 
too much effort to explain every detail over 
the phone. Because of this, every time they 
ask what has been happening with friends, 
classmates, or a potential significant other, 
you respond with an exhausted “not much.” 
To avoid the exposition of your perpetual lies, 
it is crucial that you terminate all of your 
relationships prior to the arrival of your older 
sibling. This will also help you avoid turmoil 
within the family, as your sibling will never 
be angry with you for not prioritizing them, 
since you will no longer have any other friends 
to prioritize.

3. Get rid of ALL evidence that you 
missed them: If you read last year’s sibling 
detachment article in the September issue, 
you have already followed Katherine Mon-

sef’s step-by-step guide on how to survive your sibling leaving for 
college, which means you have already gone goth, experienced 

a Picasso Blue phase, adopted a veteran, 
bought a goat, adopted a parrot, and become 
best friends with the postman. Obviously, if 
you have been following along up until this 
point, you have already terminated your 
relationship with the postman–sorry, Jerry. 
It’s temporary, I swear – and made it clear 
to your sibling that yes, the velvet chokers 
they bought in eighth grade are a sight to 
be seen, but you still want them. However, it 
is now completely necessary that you invest 
in a storage unit that is a minimum of 30 
miles away from your hometown and hide 
every choker, black eyeliner and lipstick, 
Picasso duplicate, 97-year-old veteran, and 
furry and feathered friend alike. If you let 
your sibling know you have feelings, they’ll 
never let you live it down.

of the ring without bloody knees and a few concussions. Even junior 
Cole Smith, who powered through and dominated the game, came out 
of the war zone with a split lip.

The first two nights, students had the wonderful opportunity of 
dissecting squids. Small, smelly, slimy squids flew across the room. 
Squids hung from the ceiling fans, stuck to the walls, and senior Remy 
Plischke willingly caught a flying squid in her mouth. Because the fall 
season has made the air so dry, a lot of students and chaperones ran 
out of chapstick. Luckily, the female squid has an egg sack filled with 
a goop resembling vaseline, so students quickly started applying squid 
innards to their chapped lips. Even Ms. DeLaPaz, the APES teacher, 

was caught refilling her Aquaphor tube 
with the slimy substance.
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